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Budapest is the perfect destination for lovers of architecture, art nouveau as well as fans of opera

and ballet.Ã‚Â  Day by Day show you the best way to see the city with thematic tours and bulleted

maps. The Best Full Day Tours around the main sites of the Castle District, Andrassy ut, The Opera

House, Heroes Square and all the best places to stop for coffee while youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re wandering

around. Includes Special-Interest Tours for those interested in the cityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Communist past,

and its Revolutionary history, for kids, Art Nouveau lovers, Coffee houses, and steam baths.  Details

the best neighbourhood walks around the Castle District, around the Royal district and the Jewish

area. Features outdoor visits to Margaret Island, City Park with its ice rink, zoo, circus and time

wheel, to TabÃƒÂ¡ny and GellÃƒÂ©rt Hill. Lists the best shopping around markets and malls and

little Hungarian stores. The best dining experiences from Magyar cuisine to sushi; the best

nightlife,Ã‚Â arts and entertainment including opera, and the best places to stay Includes day trips

to some of the best surrounding wine areas.
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At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the best of everything&#151;in the smartest, most

time-efficient way.   The best of Budapest in one, two, or three days   Thematic tours for every

interest, schedule, and taste   Hundreds of evocative photos   Bulleted maps that show you how to

go from place to place   Hotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all budgets   A tear-resistant

foldout map&#151;enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for tickets and souvenirs



Robert Smyth is a Budapest-based British journalist who hails from the River Mersey directly across

from Liverpool. He has been living in Budapest for around 15 years during which time heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

seen certain aspects of the city change beyond recognition, but can still find enough old world and

quirky charm to keep him there. He holds a degree in Economics from the UK, which he followed up

with an MBA at BudapestÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s former Karl Marx University only to find that writing holds more

appeal than the world of business. He has written print and online guides respectively for the Blue

Guides and Whatsonwhen; he also writes columns on wine tasting for the local Englishlanguage

press and is Business New EuropeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s correspondent for Hungary. When not writing about

traveling or wine, he likes to travel and taste wine.

These frommer pcket books are reallly really helpful, specially if you are visiting several countries

and traveling light.The book gives you a good advice on that to do on the days you are in a city,

perhaps sometimes I follow / combine the two days in one , not going to all the recomendations but

to the ones that sound good or interesting to me.It wont tell you where to eat, for that just stop to a

local place where you see many people seated, check their prices, and kind of food and be happy

and open to new foods.

With this guide, we were able first, to decide what we wanted to see and do, and then how to get

there. The walking maps were excellent as was the map of the trolly system . We never had a

problem or misstep and felt it did a really nice job of being our guide.

I had 1.5 days in Budapest, a city I had been to 10 years ago and was traveling with my mother who

had never been. This guide book was perfect. Just enough information to give us options and

directions on what to do, without being overwhelming or too detailed. It does get a little confusing

moving thru the various sections of the book, but we read it on the plane ride over and had

dog-eared the book and were ready to go when we landed!

This compact size travel guide hits all the high points. It includes enough info to get you to the most

interesting locations. Also includes a foldout map and info on public transportation. Frommer's does

not disappoint.

Great Guide to Budapest! Easy to follow and perfect to see the best of this cool city! I am a total fan



of the day by day books! They are all superb guides.

My wife and I will be in Budapest this spring so I got this handy pocket guide to help us. The

recommended three days of tours are full of appealing recommendations with maps and transit

suggestions. Plus, it will fit nicely in my suitcase, which is too often over loaded.

This book is quite helpful to navigate around Budapest, even if you are quite familiar with the city.

There are suggestions for sights and activities that may be helpful to construct daily itineraries, all

available in a small, but informative book.

We will be going to Budapest this summer. However, this is giving us great information to make the

most productive time with our three days in this city.
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